EUROPASS MOBILITY

CNE* reference no.

20090529329
1. THIS EUROPASS MOBILITY DOCUMENT IS AWARDED TO
Surname(s)
(1)(*)

First name(s)

SECU

Photograph
(4)

(2)(*) ILIE CRISTIAN

Address (house number, street name, postcode, city, country)
(3)

(5)

Nr.69, 207142, sat Prejoiu, comuna Bulzeşti, jud.Dolj,
România

Date of birth
03
04
dd

mm

Nationality
1992

(6)

Romanian

Signature of the holder
(7)

yyyy
NB : Headings marked with an asterisk are mandatory.

2. THIS EUROPASS MOBILITY DOCUMENT IS ISSUED BY
Name of the issuing organisation
(8)(*)

Grupul Scolar „George Bibescu” Craiova
Europass Mobility number

(9)(*)

Issuing date
(10)(*)
dd

mm

yyyy

NB : Headings marked with an asterisk are mandatory.

Explanatory note
Europass Mobility is a standard European document, which records details of the contents and the results - in terms of skills and competences or of
academic achievements - of a period that a person of whatever age, educational level and occupational status has spent in another European country
(UE/EFTA/EEA and candidate countries) for learning purposes.
The Europass Mobility was established by the decision No 2241/2004/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 December 2004 on a
single Community framework for the transparency of qualifications and competences (Europass).
For more information on Europass, including on the Europass curriculum vitae and the Europass language Passport: http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu
© European Communities 2004

*

Contact Europass National Center: http://www.europass-ro.ro, phone: (021)2010716, fax: (021)3121682

3. THE PARTNER ORGANISATIONS OF THE EUROPASS MOBILITY EXPERIENCE (NO ) ARE
SENDING PARTNER (organisation initiating the mobility experience in the country of origin)
Name, type (if relevant faculty/department) and address
(11) (*)

Grupul Scolar „George Bibescu” Craiova, 101 Constantin
Brancoveanu Street , 200738, Craiova, Romania

Stamp and/or signature
(12) (*)

Surname(s) and first name(s) of reference person/mentor
(if relevant of ECTS departmental coordinator)
(13) (*)

Title/position
(14)

Buca Petre
Telefon

(15)

Melichian Florina

Teacher/Mentor
E-mail

(16)

07

@yahoo.com

HOST PARTNER (organisation receiving the holder of the Europass Mobility document in the host country)
Name, type (if relevant faculty/department) and address
(17) (*)

ZAW- Zentrum fur Aus – und WeiterbildungLeipzig

(18) (*)

Surname(s) and first name(s) of reference person/mentor
(if relevant of ECTS departmental coordinator)
(19) (*)

Stamp and/or signature
director

Title/position
(20)

Telephone

director
E-mail

(21)

(22)
NB : This table is not valid without the stamps of the two partner organisations and/or the signatures of the two reference
persons/mentors. Headings marked with an asterisk are mandatory.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE EUROPASS MOBILITY EXPERIENCE (NO )
Objective of the Europass Mobility experience
(23)(*)

-Acquiring new skills of diagnosis and repairing of automobiles using advanced techniques to increase the quality of
services rendered;
- Making the participants aware of the socio-economic services of inadequate quality;
- Improving the practical skills to provide customers appropriate services according to European standards in order to insert
them in the European labor market;
- Developing language skills and communication through training and intercultural dialogue;
- Facilitating the personal development of young people taking and promoting positive attitudes within foreign companies;
- The systematic exploitation of project results and extending them to the young people with similar specializations both in
the sending organization and in companies of similar profile;
- Enhance cooperation between the sending organization, the receiving organization and companies of similar profile for
further projects of collaboration.
Initiative during which the Europass Mobility experience is completed, if applicable

(24)

Lifelong Learning Programme – Leonardo da Vinci
Qualification (certificate, diploma or degree) to which the education or training leads, if any

(25)
Community or mobility programme involved, if any
(26)

Leonardo da Vinci – IVT Mobility No LLP-LdV/IVT/RO/2009/016
Duration of the Europass Mobility experience

(27) (*) From

07
dd

02
mm

2010
yyyy

(28) (*)

To

28
dd

02

2010

mm

yyyy

NB : Headings marked with an asterisk are mandatory.

5.A DESCRIPTION OF SKILLS AND COMPETENCES ACQUIRED DURING THE EUROPASS MOBILITY EXPERIENCE (NO )
(29a)(*)

Activities/tasks carried out
Tinman-dier auto
- Cleaning ferrous and nonferrous metal surfaces by using chemical substances
- Preparation of metal surfaces by removing oxides, using manual and mechanical processes
-l Embellish and grind metal surfaces both manually and mechanically
- Manual and mechanical polishing of metal surfaces
- Cutting - manual and mechanical -segments of material oxidized excessively in various parts of the body and frame
- Preparing and adjusting the equipment, devices and materials for painting
- Manual and mechanical application of substances of anticorrosive protection following the specific quantity of
materials.
- Remedy painting defects and applying techniques to remove them
- Performing operations subsequent to painting
Job-related skills and competences acquired

(30a)

SKILLS
- To identify factors that determine the occurrence of corrosion
- To perform operations preparatory to colour
- To select tools, devices, equipment, facilities in painting workshop according to necessities
- To apply appropriate painting technologies to given condition
ABILITIES
- To perform operations to limit corrosion in the structure and the super-structure of the car
- Prepare metallic and non-metallic surfaces for painting
- To perform the technological process of painting a car
- To remedy defects in painting
Language skills and competences acquired (if not included under 'Job-related skills and competences')

(31a)

- Improving communication in Spanish on specific known topics
- Increasing the level of communication in Spanish at the end of mobility, at A2
Computer skills and competences acquired (if not included under 'Job-related skills and competences')

(32a)

- Use computer mixing colors
- Use the Word program
- Record and manage electronic documents
Organisational skills and competences acquired (if not included under 'Job-related skills and competences')

(33a)

- Following a daily program depending on tasks received
- Ergonomic Organization at the workplace
Social skills and competences acquired (if not included under 'Job-related skills and competences')

(34a)

- Assuming roles in teamwork
- Increasing responsibilities over operations conducted at the workplace
- Implementacion of quality standards at workplace
Other skills and competences acquired

(35a)
Date
(36a)(*
)

(37a)(*)
dd

mm

yyyy

Signature of the reference
person/mentor
aici va fi semnatura tutorelui de
practica, fara a mai fi scris
numele, care e precizat la poz.
19

Signature of the holder
(38a)(*)

Aici va fi semnatura elevului

NB : This table is not valid without the signatures of the reference person/mentor and of the holder of the Europass Mobility.
Headings marked with an asterisk are mandatory.

